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ABSTRACT 

Have you ever, as a CIO, wondered how your CRM Program ended up no good and/or unused and/or become a bottleneck? Have you as a 
CRM practioner/consultant been called upon, as a distress call, to audit and/or assess a CRM Program? Do these concerns sound familiar: I 
still have duplicate customer master in my CRM system. I don’t think we still know much about our customer. We are still unable to capture 
information about our customer’s eco-system- his family information, his office data, the sales/service team that meet him, the influencers 
who impact a sale et al. My Consumer Products division captures Lead information differently from Corporate Products information. My 
Singapore office has a service process completely different from India office. My business cuts across multiple countries and I would like to 
run campaigns across these regions, but the customer data and how we handle pre-sales is completely different. CRM is not meeting my 
business needs, I am unable to understand why we are loosing so many customers. Doesn’t CRM have capabilities is addressing my Loyalty 
Program? CRM Marketing processes are very limited, how can I map my planning and budgeting exercise in CRM? 
 
The researcher presents the LEAN framework that can help organizations and consultants to audit and assess the CRM Program. Understand 
how much of the current implementation can be ‘Leveraged’ by other departments and countries. Understand how the current processes 
can be ‘Enhanced’ to meet current business requirements. Understand how the CRM implementation has deviated from business objectives 
and how it can be ‘Aligned’. Understand how new functionalities and/or integration/bolt-on can ‘Nurture’ your current implementation. The 
framework was developed by the researcher based on his decade long experience with several CRM Programs. LEAN has found wide ac-
ceptance as a framework across industries including Retail, Manufacturing, High Tech & Electronics, Real Estate and Transportation, where 
the researcher has advocated and successfully implemented it to benefit the CRM user organization and consulting/implementation teams. 
This paper describes the framework and outlines each of the four ‘Towers’ your CRM Program can ‘LEAN’ on.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

I. LEAN WORKSHOP 

The LEAN workshop is the beginning of your audit and as-
sessment process. It is important that ALL key stakeholders are 
available 100% in a conference room to make it a success. It 
must be remembered we are in a situation where our existing 
CRM has failed. And we are planning to set it right. Without 
the organizations full attention it would not be effective.  

If you are using CRM for Sales & Marketing, make sure all 
your Brand Managers and Sales Managers are available for this 
workshop. The duration of workshop can range from a mini-
mum of 3 days to 1 week, depending on the number of busi-
ness processes that have been implemented in your CRM Pro-
gram.  

What should be the structure of this workshop?  
First all participants agree that CRM Program has not 

panned out as planned. So why don’t we start with these 2 
critical questions: What should be CRM vision to provide sus-
tainable competitive advantage to the organization? How can 
we fuel it? Have a brain-storming session and pen down all the 
thoughts on post-its and pin it up.  

Next we must appreciate that the CRM product (or solu-
tion), was not well understood or not well implemented or 
both. It would therefore be a good start to have the CRM 
product demo or feature presentation or capability presenta-
tion. This deep-dive session would help stakeholders review 
implemented functionalities and also acquaint themselves 
with new features that could map to their current and future 
requirements.  

After the context setting sessions where we get a glimpse of 
where the organization wants to go and how they want to get 
there; we also understand the vehicle (CRM Tool) better to 
gauge features that would help us enable & catalyze the jour-
ney. The workshop will then lay down the next 3 crucial steps:  

(1) Analysis: interactions & interview session(s) with busi-
ness, IT and leadership to systematically and clearly jot down  

(a) What has been implemented right? So that we may do 
more of it; and other business units, locations within the 
organization may adopt such practices 
(b) What has not benefitted business and why? Review are-
as of improvement or re-implementation 
(c) Areas of quick wins thru quick-fix and/or fine-tuning 
(d) Business requirements that require implementation of a 
new module/functionality within CRM 
(2) LEAN program structure definition: The collective 

knowledge gained thru Step 1 shall be used to structure the 
LEAN Program 

(3) Execute: The execute plan for projects, activities within 
the LEAN Program shall be defined subsequently including 

Scope Definition for each project/activity, vendor/resource 
selection, implementation method (define work package) et al  

 

 
   
Figure 1.0 (LEAN workshop calendar) 
 
Create a worksheet for each business process. Sample tem-
plate is shown below: 
 
Process: Product Management 
 
(i) Desired state of the process: Product teams to man-

age all the contractor related interactions (training, 
loyalty program, projects done) efficiently and utilize 
them as activation agents and influencers of product 
purchase.  

(ii) Focus areas:  
a. Training management for contractors 
b. Linking training and Loyalty Program 
c. To provide trainings to contractors based on the 

feedback 
d. Customer Segmentation 
e. Capturing feedback arising out of campaigns  

(iii) Cross linkages: 

Task Name 

LEAN Program 

   Program Kick-off  

      Outline calendar for next 2 weeks 

   Analysis 

      Offline Sessions with IT 

         Assessment of CRM Implementation Instance 

            Assessment of CRM Sales Implementation 

            Assessment of CRM Marketing Implementation 

            Assessment of CRM Service Implementation 

            Assessment of current CRM Technical Landscape 

         Pre-Liminary Definition of Lean Components 

            Pre-liminary definition of LEAN components 

      Workshop Sessions with Business 

         Day 1: Assessment of CRM Sales business requirements 

         Day 2: Assessment of CRM Marketing business requirements 

         Day 3: Assessment of CRM Service business requirements 

   LEAN Program Structure Definition 

      Definition of LEAN components 

      Definition of Program Structure 

   Execute Plan 

      Present Execute Plan 
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a. Contractor Loyalty and secondary sales  capture 
b. Projects to train contractors 
c. Sales information to be captured to see the effect 

of training on the specific product sales 
d. Trainings conducted by other teams must also be 

captured  
(iv) Reporting needs: 

a. Market Share 
b. Net profitability at product level 
c. Product/ category sales growth % 
d. Marketing spend: Budget v/s actual compliance 

%  
e. Training provided vs purchase pattern 

(v) Channels: 
a. Helpline 
b. Chat 
c. E-mails 
d. Mails 
e. Retail Stores,  
f. Web-form 
g. Social media 
h. Representative visits  

It is also important to agree on the deliverables from the LEAN 
workshop.Sample LEAN Program Structure document: 
 

 Chapter 1: Understanding of current CRM Implemen-
tation 

o Chapter 1.1: CRM business processes im-
plemented 

o Chapter 1.2: Custom objects implemented 
in CRM (P-RICEFW: Portal, Reports, Inter-
faces, Conversions, Enhancements, Forms 
and Workflows 

 Chapter 2: Leveraging CRM current implementation: 
o Chapter 2.1: CRM business processes, fea-

tures and functionalities that maybe ex-
tended to other businesses, users  

 Chapter 3: Enhancing CRM current implementation: 
o Chapter 3.1: Features and functionalities 

that maybe enhanced to bring business 
value and best/leading practices 

 Chapter 4: Aligning CRM: 

o Chapter 4.1: Re-implement or implement 
features, functionalities, business pro-
cesses in CRM that support business criti-
cal areas and also aligns with strategic in-
tent of business decisions/imperatives 

 Chapter 5: Nurture CRM: 
o Chapter 5.1: Build framework for ongoing 

improvement and identify new projects 
within CRM 

 Chapter 6: Execute Plan: 
o Outline Projects and Activities that maybe 

performed to achieve LEAN. This outline 
shall provide the LEAN Program Structure 
comprising of LEAN components identi-
fied in previous chapters 

o Program Structure shall include timelines 
for the program, including that of projects 
and activities within and how they shall 
be delivered 

 
 

II. LEAN: LEVERAGE 

This tower helps the auditor and assessor to understand 
how best they can leverage the existing CRM implementation? 
How the implementation can be adopted by other business 
units within the organization; and by users who were not part 
of the CRM Program? How usage of the CRM system can be 
improved?  

Examples can include: standardization of customer master 
across business units and regions; extend the use of Leads and 
Opportunity transactions across businesses and product lines; 
extend use of Complaint Management process to other busi-
nesses et al.  

Let us review this deeper and understand from a typical 
CRM solution map, on how Leverage can be adopted: 

 
CRM E-Commerce: 

 Product Catalog: You start the e-commerce project by 
hosting catalog of 1 product and then use Leverage to 
extend to other product lines in subsequent releases of 
the CRM Program 
 Campaigns: Start the project by creating campaigns in 

CRM. Then extend this using Leverage to include Cam-
paign budgeting activities 
 Leads: Leads may be created only for Corporate cus-
tomers to gauge win-loss of your pre-sales. Extend us-
ing Leverage to include Consumer business 
 Order & billing: Order and billing processes are 
mapped in the pilot project to cover few product lines. 
Other products may continue to be processed in legacy 
system. However using Leverage you may roll-out Or-
der & billing to other product lines. 

 
CRM E-Service: 

 My account: This functionality allows registered users 
to maintain their profile and change login password. 
Leverage this functionality to now provide online cus-
tomers with details of their past and current orders. 
 Complaints: Start with few product lines or start with 
phone complaints; and then extend to other product 
lines and to e-mail complaints respectively. 

 
 
 



  

 

III. LEAN: ENHANCE

Enhance tower helps auditors and assessors to understand 
how some of the current CRM processes can be improved? 
How additional functionalities or features be activated or im-
plemented to create more business value? 

Examples can include: enrich existing customer information 
(e.g. to include Socio-economic Classification data and part-
ners within his eco-system); cleanse existing customer master 
based on new definition; design how best the CRM customer 
master maybe shared with other applications; enterprise-wide 
common template for customer search functionality; enter-
prise-wide common template for customer master creation 
and updation; standardize how transactions & interaction doc-
uments should be created and used across businesses; build a 
comprehensive Loyalty Management system. 

Let us review this deeper and understand from a typical 
CRM solution map, on how Enhance can be adopted: 

 
CRM Marketing:  

 E-Leads: Online customers will now be provided the 
facility to inquire about products and services. This 
would be an enhancement over the current CRM im-
plementation which may have been limited to pre-sales 

activities performed by your field sales force. 
 
 
 
CRM Call Centre: 

 Lead management: Empower your call centre agents 
to reach out to prospects and create leads on behalf of 
your field sales team. This would support the sales 
team in their effort to get more business. 
 Customer interaction: Move away from just capturing  
   customer information to customer interactions 
 360 degree view: You may so far equipped your sales 
team with customer factsheet- providing a snapshot of 
interactions and transactions had with your customer. 
Now provide them with access to complaints, their in-
bound and outbound interactions, inquiries etc. 

 
CRM integration: 

 Analytics: Enhance the way you analyze transactions 
using routine reports to using Business Warehouse 
tools to slice, dice data and perform What-If analysis et 
al. 

 
 

IV. LEAN: ALIGN

Align tower will help understand how the CRM program should align with business goals? How CRM can meet tactical and strate-
gic intent of business decisions?  

Examples include: regularly enrich customer master with information required by business; setup sales organization & territory 
structure to provide visibility of sales team and territory; Promotional Material Management; Warranty Management; Proactive sales 
of services. 

 

V. LEAN: NURTURE

Nurture tower will help review new CRM modules and pro-
cesses that can be implemented to improve business. It will 
build a framework that will be internalized organization-wide 
for continuous improved of your CRM program & practices.  

Examples include: de-duplicate current customer master; 
customer segmentation; creating campaigns; campaign budg-
eting & Key Figure Planning; campaign analytics; setup sales 
organization & territory structure; product proposals- new 
product communication, Top N, Cross-Up-Down Sell; product & 
marketing merchandize catalog management; E-campaigns; E-
leads; inquiries; feedback; online survey; E-sales; e-service.  

Let us review this deeper and understand from a typical 
CRM solution map, on how Enhance can be adopted: 

 
CRM E-Service: 

 Product registration: allow customers to register their  
   product online with serial number 

 Service request: allow customers to raise service re 
   quest online on the organization website 

 
CRM Marketing: 

 Budgeting & control: not just create campaigns, but  
   also monitor budget versus actual 
 Campaign automation: go beyond sending e-mail  
   campaigns to create multi-wave campaign 

 
CRM Sales: 

 Opportunity management: Paradigm shift from Order- 
   to-Cash to Opportunity-to-Cash 

 
CRM Service: 

 Installed base:tag the products installed at customer  
   premises with customer details 

 
 
 

 

VI. IMPLEMENTING LEAN

Once you have identified the LEAN structure, it is important to prioritize these as per business imperatives. List down the 
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CRM program & business problems- translate them to re-
quirements across L-E-A-N towers. Provide Business Urgency 
score and Business Impact score. The product of urgency and 
impact will give you the Business Priority against eacj of these 

requirements. 
This prioritization can now be the roadmap for your organi-

zation to re-embark on the CRM Program and get it right and 
make it relevant & acceptable.  

 

 

Conclusion 

The LEAN framework provides a structured approach to reviewing your current CRM Program. It provides a systematic step-by-step 

instructution on how you can evaluate what is good, what is poor and what can be improved in you CRM instance. This framework 

has now be successfully implemented by the researcher not just to audit and assess CRM program, but also as a tool to document 

your CRM processes & requirements even before you implement a CRM system. The LEAN has been utilized to create compelling 

proposals and Requirement Specification for large CRM projects.  
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